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Abstract

Auditory processing and perception in songbirds

Helen Marguerite McLendon

The ability to perceive and categorize spoken words is a remarkable capability of the human auditory system. Songbirds are one of the few animal orders that face auditory tasks of similar complexity. In this dissertation, I analyze auditory responses in the zebra finch at both behavioral (chapter one) and neuronal levels (chapter two). In chapter one, I use an operant condition paradigm to show that female songbirds are able to identify the social context in which a male’s song was sung (alone, or directed towards a female). Females require only a short segment of recorded song (a single “motif”) to perform this task. I also show that, given only simple temporal information about the stimuli, a machine-learning algorithm can classify most males’ motifs according to social context. However, the model’s behavior is not consistent with that of the females on individual stimuli, indicating that spectral and temporal cues beyond those tested by the model influence the birds’ behavior. Finally, lesions of a nucleus required for social context-dependent differences in spectral variability cause most males to produce songs whose social context was still detectable to females performing the task. Chapter two describes the results of a series of acute electrophysiological recordings in anesthetized female zebra finches. I analyze the responses of single neurons in the songbird auditory forebrain to two types of stimuli: birdsong and an artificially generated stimulus. Using a relatively unbiased mutual-information-based technique, I show that the responses of these neurons change dramatically depending on the stimulus. Across different stages of the ascending auditory pathway, song stimuli give rise to more complex receptive fields than the artificial stimulus. Receptive fields calculated in response to the song stimuli also have excellent predictive value, far surpassing that
of the receptive fields calculated from artificial stimuli. Our results indicate that for many neurons in the songbird auditory forebrain, receptive field structure is highly dependent on stimulus statistics, and that receptive fields constructed in response to different stimulus classes contain surprisingly little information regarding responses to other sounds.
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Introduction

The ability to perceive and categorize spoken words is a remarkable capability of the human auditory system. Songbirds are one of the few animal orders that face auditory tasks of similar complexity (Doupe and Kuhl 1999). Male songbirds learn to sing by listening to songs of others and their own vocalizations; in addition, both male and female songbirds show a lifelong capacity to memorize other birds’ songs (Miller 1979, Stripling et al. 2003, Woolley and Doupe 2008). A network of forebrain auditory areas is thought to subserve these complex recognition tasks (Vates et al. 1996), including the equivalent of primary auditory cortex and several higher-order auditory areas. In male songbirds, the ascending auditory pathway ultimately feeds into a region of the brain containing some of the most exquisitely selective neurons known: HVC (acronym used as a proper name) neurons respond nearly exclusively to the sound of the bird’s own song (Margoliash 1983, Margoliash and Fortune 1992, Theunissen and Doupe 1998). The songbird thus provides an ideal system for studying the neural mechanisms underlying the learning and recognition of complex sounds.

Auditory information first enters the brain through the cochlear nuclei. From there, it travels to two other nuclei within the brainstem, the lateral lemniscus and superior olive. In the midbrain, the lateral dorsal mesencephalon (MLd; homolog of the mammalian inferior colliculus) receives projections from all three of these nuclei and projects, in turn, to the thalamic region ovoidalis (Ov; medial geniculate nucleus homolog). Field L is the main thalamorecipient region in the songbird auditory forebrain, thus giving rise to comparisons with the mammalian primary auditory cortex (Wang et al. 2010). L2a, the main input and output region of field L, receives topographically organized input from Ov and sends a large projection to the mediocaudal neostriatum (NCM), maintaining topographical organization within this projection.
A number of other ascending pathways also exist, however. Field L’s three other sub-regions, L1, L2b, and L3 all receive smaller projections from Ov and Ov itself sends a direct projection to NCM. L3 also sends a projection to NCM, and all four of field L’s sub-regions project to the lateral portion of the caudal mesopallium (CM), the second of the two regions studied in chapter two. Within field L, L1, L2a, and L3 are all interconnected, and L2b is reciprocally interconnected with L2b. Lateral CM sends a projection to a small nidopallial region called nucleus interfacialis (NIf). NCM and lateral CM are both reciprocally connected to the medial portion of CM. In males, information flows into HVC via lateral CM and NIf.

Researchers have taken two main approaches towards understanding the ascending auditory pathway in songbirds. One approach is to start with the known properties of song-selective neurons in HVC and move “backwards,” in an attempt to understand how these responses emerge. This is typically done by characterizing the distributions of neuronal responses over a broad range of song stimuli, such as birds’ own song, familiar conspecific songs, unfamiliar conspecific songs, heterospecific songs, and various manipulations thereof. Neurons selective for familiar conspecific songs have been found in CMM and NCM (Stripling et al. 2001, Gentner and Margoliash 2003, Meliza et al. 2010, Jeanne et al. 2011, Meliza and Margoliash 2012, Jeanne et al. 2013). Neurons in field L, the first of the two regions studied, on the other hand, appear to respond robustly to nearly all naturalistic auditory stimuli (Margoliash 1986, Lewicki and Arthur 1996, Sen et al. 2001). More recent work has begun to delineate a hierarchy of response types within field L, in which neurons in the thalamorecipient input layer (L2b) and L1 are less selective than those in L3 (Meliza and Margoliash 2012). These electrophysiological investigations have been aided by experiments analyzing the activation of immediate early genes in response to song stimuli. Unlike areas earlier in the auditory pathway,
CMM and NCM express the immediate early gene ZENK in many more cells in response to novel conspecific song than in response to heterospecific song or other auditory stimuli (Mello et al. 1992). Familiar and behaviorally relevant stimuli, such as father’s song and mate’s song, induce ZENK responses in a greater proportion of CMM cells than NCM cells (Terpstra et al. 2006, Woolley and Doupe 2008). Although the relationship between ZENK response and electrophysiological activity is not well understood, these experiments have served to identify brain regions of interest for further investigation.

The other main approach in auditory neuroscience has been to map systematically the response patterns of neurons. Traditionally, researchers have taken a simple stimulus, such as a tone, and modified it along one or two parameters, such as frequency and intensity, and then used the neural responses to these stimuli to construct a stimulus response function (Scheich et al. 1979, Müller and Leppelsack 1985). Over the past 30 years, researchers have developed another tool to allow characterization of responses to more complex stimuli. Reverse correlation (Eggermont et al. 1983) essentially works by capturing the average stimulus that occurred preceding each spike. The result provides a “snapshot” of the features that drove the neuron to fire during stimulus presentation. This technique has been used to map the auditory responses of neurons throughout the auditory midbrain and forebrain, in mammals and birds (Kowalski et al. 1996a,b, Theunissen et al. 2000, Sen et al. 2001, Miller et al. 2002, Depireux et al. 2001, Linden et al. 2003, Nagel and Doupe 2008, Woolley et al. 2009, Amin et al. 2010, Kim and Doupe 2011). Using stimuli other than random noise creates a problem for reverse correlation, because some frequencies and latencies appear more often than others. This problem has been mitigated by taking into account the correlations in the stimulus to produce a “linear-nonlinear” model that can be used, in principle, to predict how a neuron will respond to any novel stimulus (Theunissen
et al. 2000). Another approach, referred to as maximally informative dimensions (MID), explained in chapter two, can also be used to generate linear-nonlinear modeled receptive fields (Sharpee et al. 2004). Recent work has shown that these models can be highly specific to the statistics of the stimulus ensemble (Nagel and Doupe 2006, Sharpee et al. 2006) as well as the behavioral state of the animal (Fritz et al. 2003, 2005a, 2005b, Elhilali et al. 2007). While scientists have begun to map the stimulus and behavioral dependencies of receptive fields, very little is known about how these properties actually relate to perceptual behavior, especially in songbirds. The acoustic parameters governing birds’ responses to song are not well understood, making precise perceptual predictions difficult.

In this thesis, I have tried to address some of the following questions: How are natural sounds represented by neurons in CM and field L? How do these response properties differ from those elicited by artificial stimuli? What subtle auditory cues might female birds use to distinguish social context? At the end of the dissertation, I discuss how the properties of neurons in field L and CM may be related to the auditory cues females use to determine social context, and propose experiments to test these hypotheses.

In chapter one, I show that songbirds can use subtle, social context-dependent cues to classify short excerpts of song. Using an operant behavioral paradigm (Beecher et al. 1994, Gentner and Hulse 1998, Nagel et al. 2010), I train female zebra finches to categorize single brief, characteristic elements (called motifs) of a male’s song on the basis of the social context in which they were sung. Male song is known to be less variable in pitch across motifs when it is directed towards a female than when the male sings alone. Here, I show that females can detect a difference when they are asked to classify the song using only a single motif. Additionally, females can classify novel exemplars from familiar males, indicating that they use acoustic
properties common to motifs from each social context to classify the stimuli, rather than memorizing the correct response associated with each rendition. I also demonstrate that, at least for some males, bilateral lesions of a nucleus required for context-dependent modulation of song pitch variability do not prevent females’ from identifying the social context in which the motif was sung.

In chapter two, I explore how song-selectivity emerges in the ascending auditory pathway by studying neurons in both CM and field L of zebra finches using both artificial acoustic stimuli and natural stimuli composed of elements of birdsong. By comparing responses to the natural and artificial stimuli, I discover that responses to the to the natural stimuli are more reliable, and that receptive fields calculated from the natural stimuli give a much better prediction of neuronal responses. Surprisingly, this stimulus dependence is similar in the two brain areas, contrary to our expectation that neurons in CM would be more selective for the natural stimuli than neurons in field L. We characterized neuronal responses with a linear filter followed by a nonlinear response function. In both field L and CM, and for both putative excitatory and inhibitory neurons, natural stimuli gave rise to more complex filter shapes than the artificial stimulus. Receptive fields calculated in response to the natural, song stimuli also had excellent predictive value, far surpassing that of the receptive fields calculated from artificial stimuli. Our results indicate that for many neurons in the songbird auditory forebrain, receptive field structure is highly dependent on stimulus statistics, and that receptive fields constructed in response to different stimulus classes bear surprisingly little information regarding responses to other sounds.
Chapter 1: Females detect rapid social context-induced changes in song in an acoustic categorization task

Abstract

The goal of this study was to determine whether female zebra finches could classify single motifs of male song on the basis of the social context in which they were sung. Social context alters the vocal signals of many species, including humans. Zebra finch (*Taeniopygia guttata*) males use song as a courtship signal. Each male’s song contains a brief characteristic element (called a motif), which he repeats to form a bout. Several aspects of overall bout structure change when a male sings to a female (directed social context) rather than singing alone (undirected context). Female zebra finches strongly prefer recordings of directed over undirected song bouts (Woolley and Doupe 2008). Here we show that female zebra finches can distinguish single motifs extracted from directed bouts from those extracted from undirected bouts. Thus, female zebra finches may use the subtle cues found within a single motif to establish song preference. Additionally, females can classify novel motif exemplars from familiar males, indicating that they use acoustic properties common to motifs from each social context to classify the stimuli, rather than memorizing the correct response associated with each rendition. Using a naïve Bayes classifier, we find that the slight changes in motif speed across social contexts does provide sufficient information to allow classification of most males’ directed and undirected motifs. However, it does not explain the pattern of behavior exhibited by females. Finally, we demonstrate that, at least for some males, bilateral lesions of a nucleus
required for context-dependent modulation of song pitch variability do not prevent females’ from identifying the social context in which the motif was sung.

**Introduction**

In zebra finches, male song serves as a courtship signal. A male’s song contains a single, learned motif (Figure 1A) which he repeats a variable number of times to form a ‘bout’ of song. Bouts are usually preceded by a number of introductory notes, which are similar to calls. To the casual listener, each motif the bird sings sounds nearly identical.

Males do not restrict their singing to courtship, however; they also sing when they are alone. Although the function of these ‘undirected’ song bouts is not entirely understood, many hypothesize that undirected song may serve as ‘practice’, or ‘exploration’ used to maintain and fine-tune the motor system (Kao et al. 2005). Previous studies have shown that several aspects of the male’s song structure change when he sings ‘directed’ song to a female: he sings more introductory notes before beginning a bout, repeats his motif more times, sings faster, and sings syllables with more consistent spectral structure (Sossinka and Böhner 1980; Kao et al. 2005; Ölveczky et al. 2005; Kao and Brainard 2006). A specialized cortical-basal ganglia loop is known to underlie some, but not all of these social context-dependent effects. Damaging the output nucleus of this loop removes social context differences in song speed and spectral variability, while differences in number of introductory notes and motif repeats remain (Kao and Brainard 2006).

Females strongly prefer to hear bouts of female-directed song to undirected song (Woolley and Doupe 2008). However, it remains unclear whether this preference is caused by aspects of the male’s performance controlled by the cortical-basal ganglia loop, or by those features that are independent of its presence. In addition, the spectral variability of song is
usually measured as the variability in the fundamental frequency of a single syllable across renditions of the motif (Kao et al. 2005). It is not known whether changes in the variability of spectral structure within the motif are present, or if they contribute to female preference. Thus, we began with the hypothesis that females were using spectral variability across motifs to classify directed and undirected bouts of song.

Here, however, we use an operant paradigm to show that female zebra finches are highly sensitive to social context-driven differences in single motifs of male song. We used generalization of a learned discrimination (Beecher et al. 1994; Gentner and Hulse 1998) as a paradigm for studying social context recognition. In this operant task, a bird learns to discriminate two stimulus sets; in this case, one set was recorded while the male directed his song to a female, and the other while he was alone. Birds are free to use any of the parameters available in the training stimuli to classify them. After learning, birds continue to perform the discrimination task, but are intermittently tested using novel “probe” stimuli. How the bird categorizes these novel renditions can thus reveal which aspects of the original songs are used for categorization. Probe stimuli are rewarded without respect to the bird’s choice, ensuring that the bird cannot learn the “correct” answer for these stimuli from the reward pattern. Performance significantly above chance on a probe stimulus is considered evidence for “generalization” to that probe, i.e., the novel rendition still falls within the perceptual category defined by the bird in the task.

Using this behavioral paradigm, we found that female zebra finches can distinguish directed and undirected song segments containing only a single rendition of the male’s signature motif. Ten of the 11 females tested were able to classify novel directed and undirected probe motifs correctly, indicating that they had formed perceptual categories in order to classify the
training stimuli. Although they performed well above chance on these probe motifs, the perceptual categories they had formed were not sufficient to generalize across all renditions; most birds performed significantly worse on the probes than they had on the training stimuli. In addition, females were able to classify directed and undirected probes from most male singers even when recordings were made after the output nucleus of the cortical-basal ganglia loop had been damaged. Thus, the differences across social contexts perceived by females in this task can only be partly explained by the addition of variability in motor performance added by the cortical-basal ganglia loop.

**Results**

**Single song motifs contain subtle differences across social context**

We recorded song bouts from five male zebra finches as they sang to females (directed song) and as they sang alone (undirected song). Each bout of song contains a number of introductory notes followed by the male’s characteristic motif, which he repeats a variable number of times. For the stimuli used in the discrimination task (see below), we selected only the first motif in a bout, as well as the two preceding introductory notes; thus, in the course of these experiments, females were limited to the spectral and temporal cues present within a single motif. From the song bouts of each male, we selected 23-29 directed stimuli and the same number of undirected stimuli. Figure 1A contains example directed and undirected stimuli from one male. From the oscillograms and spectrograms depicted, the striking similarity between directed and undirected stimuli is apparent, especially as compared to the differences between song bouts produced by two different males (Figure 1B). The stimulus amplitudes were set to 80
dB RMS (Figure 1C). The overall power spectra were similar for the directed and undirected stimuli (Figure 1D).

To the casual listener, the most obvious differences between directed and undirected song appear at the level of a bout. When singing to a female, the male sings more introductory notes and repeats his motif more times (Sossinka and Böhner 1980). Also, the male sings a more consistent version of the motif across repeats in the directed condition, as indicated by the reduced fundamental frequency variability of syllables across renditions (Kao et al. 2005). This difference in variability between directed and undirected song is apparent in our stimulus sets. Across all motifs in the directed set depicted in Figure 1, the fundamental frequency of syllable ‘c’ varies less than it does across the motifs from the undirected set (coefficient of variation for directed syllables = 0.0069; undirected = 0.016, p < 0.001). However, none of the information above is available to the female performing the discrimination task, as she must make her decisions based solely on a single motif per trial.

Other temporal and spectral cues exist within the stimulus sets that may be used to aid discrimination. On average, males sing slightly faster during directed song than when they sing alone. In the stimulus set depicted in Figure 1, the directed song is shorter than the undirected song (mean directed: 1052 +/- 24ms; mean undirected: 1068 +/- 53ms), but the distributions are highly overlapping, thus this cue alone cannot be used to determine the social context in which the motif was sung (Figure 1E). Recent work in our laboratory has shown pitch varies more in the undirected case even within single syllables (Kojima et al., in preparation). This effect holds true for our stimulus set as well, although the distributions are again highly overlapping.
Figure 1: Behavioral stimuli.  

A) Example directed (left) and undirected (right) motif stimuli from Male 1. Syllables are indicated by lines and labeled with letters. Spectrograms (lower part of figure) correspond to the waveform in the upper part of the figure.  

B) Full song bouts from two different males. Stimulus durations shown are between 1 and 2 seconds (see 200ms scale bar at bottom right).  

C) Stimulus amplitudes. Mean amplitudes for all directed (black) and undirected (gray) motifs. 

D) Power spectrum for the directed (black) and undirected (gray) motifs. 

E) Duration distribution for the directed (black) and undirected (gray) motifs.
undirected (gray) training stimuli from Male 1. D) *Power spectra.* Power spectra for stimuli from the two different social contexts were very similar. E) *Stimulus durations.* Distributions of stimulus durations were also similar for the two stimulus sets.
Female zebra finches can learn to classify stimuli by social context

Previous work in our laboratory (Nagel et al. 2010) has shown that female zebra finches can quickly learn to classify song bouts from two different males using an operant procedure. Example stimuli from this task are shown in Figure 1B. Each bird is housed in an isolated sound box containing an operant conditioning rig with three perches (Figure 2A). After learning a series of simpler tasks designed to acclimate the bird to the rig and the procedure, the bird is introduced to the two stimulus sets. The bird hops on the central song perch to initiate a trial. The speaker, located directly behind the song perch, then plays a randomly selected stimulus from one of the two sets. The bird then hops on to one of the two response perches flanking the song perch. If the bird hops on to the perch associated with the same set as the stimulus that just played, the feeder, located below the song perch, comes up for four to five seconds, allowing the bird to feed. If the bird hops on to the other perch, the feeder does not come up and the song perch becomes inactive, preventing her from initiating another trial for 30-90 s.

Female zebra finches can also learn to classify directed and undirected motifs recorded from a single male. The open symbols in Figure 2A depict the performance of a bird as she learned to discriminate between songs recorded from two different males. She rapidly mastered the task, achieving near perfect performance after 3-4 days of training. The closed symbols in Figure 2B represent the behavior of a bird as she learned to classify a male’s song motifs as either directed or undirected. Across the first few days, the bird quickly rose above chance (dotted line, 50%) for both directed and undirected stimuli. The bird’s performance continued to improve over the first 7-10 days, stabilizing at about 80% correct for both stimulus types. Although the bird learned to classify stimuli as either directed or undirected, she did not do so
nearly as quickly as birds learning to discriminate between song bouts from two different males. Her performance also stabilized at a lower level than the bird learning the two-male task. This lower performance and slower learning curve suggest that the directed and undirected single motifs are much more challenging to classify than the songs of two different male birds. Despite the apparent difficulty of this task, all 6 of the birds tested learned to classify the directed and undirected motif stimuli better than chance (Figure 2C).

In order to ensure that this classification ability was not specific to one male’s directed and undirected song, we trained a total of 12 females on overlapping subsets of songs from these five males. Each bird was tested on one to four of the males’ songs. All 12 females learned to classify all the directed and undirected motifs that they were tested on (Figure 2D).

One male’s directed and undirected motifs were more difficult to learn than motifs from the other three (Figure 2D, Male 3). This male also had the shortest motif (4 syllables, mean motif duration 767 +/- 33ms) of the five males (mean motif durations 1060 +/- 41ms, 840 +/- 14ms, 1144 +/- 31ms, and 1005 +/- 33ms). These results indicate that the ability to classify motifs as directed or undirected is not specific to a single male’s song, but that some males’ motifs are more difficult to classify than others.

**Females use both categorization and memorization to identify social context**

A female bird could use two different strategies to complete the classification task. First, she could simply memorize the rewarded response for each motif in the training set. Alternatively, she could learn to categorize the stimuli based on the acoustic properties that distinguish directed motifs from undirected motifs and respond accordingly. In order to determine which approach the females used, we tested the responses of 12 birds to novel motifs that were not included in the original training sets. These new motifs from familiar males were
presented as probe stimuli (see *Methods*), meaning that they were randomly interspersed between training trials at a low rate (10–20% of trials), and were rewarded at a fixed rate equal to the overall reward rate regardless of which response perch the female chose. Since no information about the “correct” category of the probe was given to birds performing the task, their choices indicated the category they would assign to probes on the basis of their experience with the training set.

All 12 females performed above chance on all the directed and undirected probes on which they were tested. Figure 3A depicts the behavior of the females on all five of the different males’ probes. Each cross represents the performance of one female on one male’s directed and undirected motifs. Performance on the probe trials is plotted on the ordinate. Performance on the training trials in which these probes were embedded is on the abcissa. All of the points are above the horizontal dotted line, indicating that all of the birds performed above chance on all of the probe stimuli. This demonstrates that the females learned to associate each perch with motifs sung within a particular social context, rather than with the specific motif exemplars used in training. All of the points are also below the line of unity, meaning that the birds’ performance on the probes was not as high as it was on the training stimuli. This indicates that familiarity with exact motif variants aided behavioral performance on the classification task. Each bird’s probe response rates and reaction times matched her performance on training trials quite well (Figures 3B and 3C), consistent with the idea that the randomly interspersed probe trials were seamlessly integrated into the ongoing task structure, and that the bird could use familiar categorical acoustic cues to classify the novel probes. Thus, all birds used a combination of categorization based on common cues as well as memorization of specific training stimuli to perform the classification task.
Figure 2: Behavior rig and learning curves.

A) Overhead view of the behavior rig. The bird hops on the central "song perch" to initiate stimulus playback. The bird then hops on response perch A or B, representing one of the two possible song conditions (directed or undirected). A correct response causes the feeder to rise, allowing the bird to feed for 2-5s, while an incorrect response results in a brief time-out. B) Example learning curves for two birds. Classification performance improved as birds learned across days of training. The dashed line represents chance performance (50% correct). Open symbols represent the performance of a bird learning to classify song bouts from two different males (Example stimuli presented in Figure 1B). Closed symbols indicate performance as a bird learned to classify directed and undirected motifs of a single male (Example stimuli presented in Figure 1A). Birds took longer
to learn the social context discrimination, and performance stabilized at a lower rate, indicating 
the difficulty of this task.  **C) Learning curves for six females learning to discriminate stimuli 
from Male 1.** Classification accuracy and learning rates varied across females learning to 
classify the same stimuli.  **D) Mean learning curves for all females as they learned to classify 
stimuli from each of the five males.** Across females, the social context of some males’ motifs 
was harder to classify than others. For example, Male 3’s motifs (green) were misclassified at a 
higher rate than the other males’ motifs.
Figure 3: Performance on training and probe stimuli.  

Comparison of training trials (ordinate) vs. probe trials (abscissa) for all females and all stimulus sets.  Stimuli from the five males are depicted in different colors.  After a bird reached criterion on the training trials, probe trials were randomly interleaved at a low rate (10-20% of trials).  Probe trials were rewarded at a constant rate, regardless of response.  These trials served to determine whether the bird could classify novel motifs, or if she had simply memorized the correct response for each stimulus.  

A) Percent correct.  Although probe trial performance was generally lower than training accuracy, both were substantially above chance for all five stimulus sets.  B) Percent response.  For all five stimulus sets, response rates were similar for probe and training trials.  C) Reaction times.  Mean time to response for stimuli from each male (in seconds).  Reaction times were similar for training and probe stimuli.
Different females use common strategies to classify individual motifs

A closer look at the birds’ classification of individual stimuli within the training sets further supports the notion that birds rely on categorical rather than memorization-based techniques to master the task. Figure 4A depicts the responses of four females to all of the directed and undirected training stimuli from Male 1. For each female, the percent correct is remarkably similar across most of the stimuli. This suggests that the females are using similar techniques to classify all of the training stimuli, rather than memorizing a subset of the exemplars and failing to recognize others. For the stimulus set depicted in Figure 4A, there are two notable exceptions to this pattern; directed motifs one and 15 are often incorrectly classified as undirected stimuli by all four females. Despite the fact that all of the training stimuli are reinforced equally, all of the females tested had a tendency to persistently classify the same stimuli incorrectly. These shared ‘failures’ suggest that, not only are the birds using categorical rather than individual acoustic properties to classify the stimuli, all females are using similar categorical cues to distinguish directed and undirected motifs.

Classification patterns in response to probe stimuli also suggest that females use common categorical cues to perform the task. Probe stimuli represented 10-20% of behavioral trials, and females were rewarded at a constant rate regardless of which response perch they chose. Figure 4B shows the responses of the same four females from Figure 4A to all of Male 1’s directed and undirected probe stimuli. Each female’s percent correct is less consistent across stimuli than it was in response to the training trials, indicating that the categorical cues gleaned by the females during the training trials were more successful on some probe motifs than on others. Although there is also more variability across females in the probe trials than there is in the training trials, the birds still share some behavioral patterns. In particular, directed motifs 10 and 22 (Figure
4B) are consistently classified as undirected motifs by all females tested. Thus, even when the birds are not receiving any feedback on the ‘correct’ response, they display similar patterns of behavior. This suggests that, although many subtle acoustic cues may differentiate directed and undirected motifs, females use a similar set of acoustic cues to classify these motifs.

**Simple temporal features are not sufficient for social context categorization**

As a male zebra finch sings, he typically produces 1-2 syllables with each expiration and pauses to breathe in between syllables (Suthers et al. 1999). During directed song, males tend to exhale more quickly, producing shorter syllables, while maintaining similar inspiratory durations (Cooper and Goller 2006). This difference in timing is evident in our training stimuli. Figure 5a depicts the durations of all syllables used in the training sets from all five males. Each male’s syllables are plotted using a different pair of colors; a slightly darker shade is used to distinguish directed from undirected syllable durations. The increase in syllable speed during directed song is especially evident in Male 1’s motifs (plotted in orange). This striking difference in tempo suggests that syllable durations alone may provide sufficient information for classification of directed and undirected motifs.

In order to determine whether changes in syllable duration across social contexts could be responsible for females’ ability classify directed and undirected motifs, we trained a naive Bayes classifier using the durations of each syllable in each motif from Male 1’s training set as the only input parameters. We then used the model to place these training stimuli, as well as the probe stimuli, into one of two clusters. The model’s clusters corresponded quite well to the directed and undirected conditions (Figure 5B). On the training stimulus set, the (over-trained) model performed even better than any of the female zebra finches had performed (Figure 5B, orange symbols). The same classifier performed above chance on the probe stimuli, but
classified fewer probes correctly than all but one of the female birds. When we applied the same approach to the stimulus sets collected from Males 2, 3, and 4, we found that the classifier did quite well overall. Male 5’s motifs, however, were not classified very well using this approach (Figure 5B, gray symbols). Model performance was barely above chance on both the training and probe stimulus sets, unlike the birds’ performance. These results suggest that, although syllable durations may help female zebra finches perform the task, they do not provide sufficient information to allow the birds to classify all of the stimulus sets.

The naive Bayes classifier also clustered individual training and probe stimuli differently than the birds. Although the model’s performance was similar to the birds’ behavior overall, the patterns of misclassification observed across all females in both the training and probe stimulus sets were completely different from the model’s clusters. Figure 5C depicts the behavioral responses of 4 female birds to the individual training stimuli, as well as the predictions made by the naive Bayes classifier. The model misclassified directed stimulus 12, while the birds misclassified stimuli 1 and 15. Testing the model on the individual probes and the other males’ motifs yielded similar results. These results suggest that, although syllable durations provide sufficient information for a bird (or a computer) to classify them as directed or undirected, this is not the only information that females actually use when performing the task. In addition, this approach entirely failed to cluster stimuli from one of the five males according to social context. This further supports the notion that simple temporal cues are not sufficient to allow social context classification of single motifs.
Figure 4: Performance on individual training and probe stimuli.

A) Performance of four females on all training stimuli from Male 1. Each female’s responses are depicted in a different color. Individual training stimuli appear on the ordinate with directed stimuli above the heavy black line and undirected stimuli below the line. The proportion of trials in which the female classified each stimulus as directed is plotted on the abcissa. Responses that fall to the right of the vertical dashed line indicate that the bird classified the stimulus as directed, while responses to the left of the dotted line correspond to stimuli classified as undirected. All four birds correctly classified most directed and undirected training stimuli, with a few clear exceptions, such as directed stimuli 1 and 15.

B) Performance of the same 4 females on individual probe stimuli from Male 1. Plot colors and symbols are the same as in A. Birds answered a lower portion of probe trials correctly, and were presented with many fewer probe trials than training.
trials (10-20%); however, their overall performance was above chance. As with the training stimuli depicted in A, all four females persistently misclassified a few probe stimuli, most notably directed stimuli 10 and 22.
Figure 5: Social context and tempo.

A) Syllable durations for all training stimuli. Each point represents a single syllable. Darker points indicate directed song, lighter points undirected song. Syllable duration is plotted along the abcissa. Points are vertically jittered for visual clarity. Each cluster of points represents a single syllable; the colors denote different birds (e.g., the blue points on the left-hand side represent a Male 2’s shortest syllable).

B) Performance of a naïve Bayes classifier trained on syllable durations. Female performance on training and probe stimuli is plotted here as in Figure 3A. The added triangles indicate the performance of a naïve Bayes classifier trained...
only on the syllable durations of the training stimuli. The color of the triangle indicates the stimuli on which the classifier was trained. For four of the five males, the overall performance of the classifier was a reasonable approximation of the female birds’ performance. For Male 5 (gray), however, a classifier trained on syllable durations failed to classify the both the stimuli on which it was trained as well as the novel probe stimuli. C) Performance of the naïve Bayes classifier on individual training stimuli. The performance of four females on training stimuli from Male 1 is plotted as in Figure 4A. The added red triangles indicate the performance of the (over)-trained classifier on these same stimuli. The algorithm correctly classifies all but one directed stimulus. Females consistently misclassify a different subset of the stimuli than the algorithm.
Females can identify the social context of motifs sung after male LMAN lesion

Destruction of a male zebra finch’s LMAN (lateral magnocellular nucleus of the anterior nidopallium), the output nucleus of a basal ganglia-thalamo-cortical loop specialized for song production, prevents social context differences in song spectral variability across motifs (Kao and Brainard 2006) and within single syllables (Kojima et al., in preparation). In particular, the variability of the fundamental frequency across renditions, which is normally elevated during undirected singing, is reduced to the same level as that found in directed song after LMAN removal (Kao and Brainard 2006).

In order to determine whether LMAN-dependent cues influence females’ ability to categorize directed and undirected motifs, we analyzed the responses of the females to songs of three of the five males after LMAN lesions. After the males recovered from surgery, we again recorded their directed and undirected songs and created new probe stimuli similar to those we had made before lesion. On each day in which probe trials were interspersed with the training trials, the female randomly heard either pre- or post-lesion probes. Given that undirected song becomes more ‘directed-like’ after LMAN destruction, one might predict that females would over-classify the undirected motifs from a male after his LMAN was destroyed as directed, thus reducing her overall performance below chance.

We found that female zebra finches retained the ability to classify some male motifs as directed or undirected even after the males’ LMANs had been destroyed. Figures 6A-C directly compare the females’ performance on pre- and post-lesion probes. Each plot shows the responses of all females tested to probes from one of the three lesioned males; each cross represents the performance of a single female. On the abcissa, the performance of females on the pre-lesion probes is plotted; the ordinate shows their performance on the post-lesion probes. All
five females trained on the songs of Male 2 performed better than chance on his post-lesion probes (Figure 6B), and three of the five females trained on Male 1’s motifs also performed above chance on his post-lesion probes. However, for both Males 1 and 2, four of the five females were significantly less able to identify the social context of their motifs after lesion. These results suggest that, although destruction of a male’s LMAN significantly reduced the females’ ability to identify the social context in which his motifs were sung, some categorical cues remained.

The females’ classification performance on post-lesion probes varied widely across males. All five females tested on Male 3’s post-lesion probes performed at or near chance (Figure 6C) on his stimuli, suggesting that LMAN destruction had removed all cues previously used to identify social context within the motif. Stimuli from all three males were tested on overlapping subsets of the females, confirming that differences in performance across stimuli from different males reflected true differences in the motifs themselves and not the individual females’ abilities to classify them. These results also reinforce the notion that females used some common strategies to accomplish the task.

Female responses, however, never dipped below chance on any post-lesion probe stimuli. This suggests that, while removing LMAN reduced the cues available to females for social context classification, it did not make undirected songs sound more ‘directed-like’ to them.

Post-lesion probes differed from pre-lesion probes in a number of ways. In addition to lacking signals from LMAN, males’ post-lesion songs were recorded 3-12 weeks after his pre-lesion training-set songs. Pre-lesion probe stimuli were randomly chosen (without replacement, of course) from the same recording sets that were used to produce the training stimuli. Post-lesion probes, were, by necessity, taken from completely different recording sessions. It is
possible that conditions specific to the recording session, such as temperature, humidity, and/or microphone settings could be responsible for the decrement in female performance, rather than the loss of LMAN’s contribution to the motor pathway. It is also possible that the passage of a few weeks or months might have altered the males’ songs significantly.

In order to determine if the changes in female performance were due solely to the loss of the male’s LMAN, or if recording conditions or the passage of time had also contributed to the change in male song observed by females, we constructed two control probe sets from Male 5 (whose LMAN was not ablated). The directed and undirected song bouts that were used to construct the training and original probe stimulus sets from Male 5 were sung over the course of 5 days. We extracted the training and original probe stimuli from days 1, 2, 4, and 5. We created new ‘mid-probe’ stimuli from songs recorded on day 3. Figure 6D clearly shows that females classified the new mid-probe stimuli just as well as they did the original probe set from Male 5; the results for all five females fall near the line of unity. This indicates that the precise conditions under which songs were recorded did not result in differences among the probes large enough to alter female performance. We then constructed a third probe stimulus set from Male 5. The ‘late-probe’ stimulus set was constructed from songs recorded 7 weeks after the songs used to create the training, original probe, and mid-probe stimulus sets. Unlike the mid-probe stimuli, the late-probe stimuli were significantly more difficult than the original probe set for the same five females to classify correctly. All five females performed significantly above chance on the late-probes, but their decrease in performance with respect to the original probe set demonstrates that the mere passage of time (on the male’s part) could be responsible for a portion of the effect observed after LMAN removal in Males 1-3. What remains clear, however,
is that removing a male’s LMAN does not necessarily eliminate a female’s ability to determine the social context under which the male’s song was recorded.
Figure 6: Social context classification of motifs sung after male LMAN lesion.

A) Classification of probes sung before and after lesion. Performance on probe stimuli recorded after lesion is plotted on the ordinate and performance on probes recorded before lesion is on the abcissa. Colors correspond to different females. Some females were no longer able to correctly classify stimuli based on social context after Male 1’s LMAN lesion (purple and green), while other females performed well on these probes (leftmost plot). All females performed less well on Male 2’s post-lesion stimuli than they did on probes from the original set (middle plot), although they still performed well above chance (dotted horizontal line). None of the females were able to classify Male 3’s post-lesion
probe stimuli (rightmost plot). **B) Classification of control probes.** To control for changes in recording quality across days, we constructed a stimulus set for Male 5 such that songs from recording days 1, 2, 4, and 5 were used for the training and original probe sets, while a “mid-probe” set was made from day 3 songs. For all females tested, performance on mid-probes was nearly identical to that on the original probes (left plot). Post-lesion songs from Males 1-3 were recorded three to 12 weeks after LMAN lesion. To control for potential changes in recording quality over time, we also made recordings separated by seven weeks without performing any surgical lesions on Male 5. Female performance on these probes was significantly worse than on the original probes, indicating that the passage of time alone may be responsible for much of the lesion effect depicted in A.
Discussion

We began with the hypothesis that females were using spectral variability across motifs to classify directed and undirected bouts of song. However, we found that females could reliably use single motifs to identify social context. Performance on probe stimuli was well above chance, indicating that the birds were classifying the stimuli on the basis of a categorical perception; however, the lower overall performance on probes indicated that task performance was enhanced by an element of memorization. Shared patterns of individual misclassification supported the notion that birds were using common cues to classify the motifs. Further confirmation that females were using cues other than spectral variability to classify the stimuli came with the finding that lesions of the male’s LMAN, known to eliminate differences in the variability of the FF of syllables across social contexts, did not completely remove the female’s ability to classify his motifs. Finally, the females’ performance could not be fully explained by simple differences in tempo. These results suggest that female zebra finches can use a variety of acoustic cues to reliably classify the social context in which a male produced his song.

Evolutionary significance

Unlike many other songbird species, in which song is used for both mating and territorial purposes, male song acts primarily as courtship signal for zebra finches. When a male sings to a female, the spectral variability of his motifs subtly decreases across renditions (Hessler and Doupe 1999, Kao et al. 2005). Females prefer bouts of song recorded when the male was singing to another female over bouts recorded as he sang alone (Woolley and Doupe 2008). We began with the hypothesis that females were using variability across renditions as a measure of fitness. This notion fits with the popular idea in evolutionary biology that regularity and symmetry are signs of fitness that animals use during sexual selection (citation). We
hypothesized that female zebra finches would be unable to discriminate single motifs of directed and undirected song, since all of the most obvious differences across social context wouldn’t be evident at the level of the single motif. However, females were capable of learning the classification task, indicating that females are sensitive to cues within a single rendition. This suggests that these other cues may also play a role in female preference, although behavioral preference experiments will be necessary to determine whether these cues are important to females.

**Potential mechanisms underlying social context differences**

Although we have found that females can identify the social context in which a motif was sung, the motif features females use to perform this task remain unclear. Our results indicate that while tempo changes are clearly an important cue for classifying the most males’ motifs, this feature cannot fully explain the females’ behavior. The answer may come from some combination of the following four features: (1) fast pitch fluctuations within individual syllables, (2) the mistuning of individual harmonics, (3) changes in the relative power of different harmonics within a stack, and (4) changes in timbre across context.

Recent work in our laboratory (Kojima et al. *in preparation*) has shown that not only does the fundamental frequency of individual syllables vary more across renditions when a male sings alone, the fundamental also varies more within each syllable. These rapid fluctuations in pitch also appear to come from a distinct neural mechanism; lesions of the AFP nucleus Area X reduce the rapid frequency fluctuations, but leave across-rendition variability intact. Lesions of the AFP’s output nucleus LMAN eliminate social modulation of both types of variability. The differences in rapid frequency fluctuations across social contexts may contribute to the birds’
ability to classify a single motif as directed or undirected, although they cannot explain the females’ continued ability to classify many stimuli after male AFP lesion.

In many respects, songbird hearing is similar to, or slightly worse than, that of the human (Dooling 1979, Dooling and Searcy 1985, Klump and Maier 1990, Okanoya and Dooling 1990). However, zebra finches are exceptionally sensitive to mistunings of single harmonics (Lohr and Dooling 1998). Small differences in inharmonicity across social contexts may play a role in differentiating motifs from the two social contexts.

On the other hand, my personal performance on the directed and undirected stimuli designed for the female zebra finches was very similar to the birds’ performance. This suggests that the major cues being used by female zebra finches may involve perceptual abilities not unlike those of human listeners. Males stiffen their posture and increase their beak gape when they sing to females. Expansion of the oropharyngeal-esophageal cavity can cause an energy shift towards lower frequencies, while a wide-open beak will emphasize frequencies at 5kHz and above (Ohms et al. 2010). These changes in the relative power of different harmonics are just as easily detectable by human subjects as they are to zebra finches (Lohr and Dooling 1998).

The musical percept called timbre is often defined as everything that cannot be describe purely as a change in spectral or temporal information. Recent work has improved this vague definition of timbre (Elliott et al. 2013) by relating perceptual descriptions to actual acoustic structures. In order to precisely define the relationship between the perception of timbre and spectrotemporal features, Elliott and colleagues multidimensionally scaled a set of perceptual dissimilarity judgments about different sounds and regressed these with the joint spectrotemporal modulation power spectrum of each sound. A similar approach might also be used to better
understand the complex spectrotemporal patterns that may distinguish directed and undirected motifs.

**Broader significance**

Now that we know that females can detect the subtle cues that distinguish single motifs of directed and undirected song, we can ask whether these same cues affect female preference. Understanding the limits of female perception, as well as the features of song that are most preferred or salient, will enable us to design better electrophysiological experiments. Finally, female zebra finches are a good test audience to figure out precisely how male song differs across social contexts and neurological states. A clearer picture of the differences between practice and performance motor states in the male will give us insight into the mechanics of vocal production and its relation to neural activity in the motor pathway.

**Methods**

**Behavioral task and training**

We trained adult female zebra finches \((n = 11)\) to perform a classification task in a two-alternative forced choice paradigm. One bird developed motor problems, had difficulty perching, and was removed from the study. We trained birds in custom-built operant cages (Darrell Floyd and Ken McGary, University of California at San Francisco). Custom MatLab software (Kathy Nagel and Helen McLendon) that interfaced with a TDT RX8 board (Tucker Davis Technologies, Alachua, FL) controlled the operant cages. We used small bookshelf speakers to play the stimuli (Bose, Framingham, MA). We calibrated intensity of playback using pure tones and a calibrated microphone (Brüel and Kjaer, Naerum, Denmark).
To begin a trial, the female hopped on a central “song perch” facing a speaker. This hop triggered the playback of a single song motif randomly selected from a database of song recorded from one male zebra finch. The female then decided whether the motif was sung in the presence of another female (‘directed’) or when the male was alone (‘undirected’), and reported her choice by hopping on one of two response perches, located to the right (for directed motifs) and to the left (for undirected motifs) of the song perch. If she classified the song correctly, a feeder located under the song perch was raised for 4–5 s, allowing her access to food. If she classified the song incorrectly, no new trials could be initiated for a time-out period of 30–90 s. Females were not allowed to respond until motif playback was complete. If the bird did not respond within 5 s of the end of the motif, the trial was scored as having no response, and the female could initiate a new trial by hopping again on the song perch.

Birds required 10-30 days of training to acquire this task. Training consisted of four stages. In “song mode,” food was freely available. Hopping on the song perch produced a song drawn at random from a separate habituation database, which contained no songs from the individuals used for classification trials. The habituation database included 28 song renditions from each of four zebra finches, for a total of 112 stimuli. In “food mode,” the bird could still hop on the song perch to hear song from the habituation database, but she now had to hop on one of the two response perches to raise the feeder. Food and song could be procured independently. In “sequence mode,” the female had to hop first on the song perch, then on either of the two side perches, within 5 s, to receive a reward. Finally, in “discrimination mode,” the female began classification trials. The habituation song set was replaced with two sets of training songs, and trials were rewarded (with food) or punished (with a 30–90 s time-out) depending on which response perch the female chose. Birds spent one or two days on each of the first three training
stages (song, food, and sequence). Birds moved to the next stage of training when they performed ~200 hops per day (for song mode), or earned ~200 rewards per day (for food and sequence mode). Females generally learned the classification task (performing consistently above chance) within 5-10 days of beginning classification trials.

Females occasionally developed a bias in which they classified most of one individual’s songs correctly (~80-90% correct) but performed more poorly (50-70% correct) on songs from the other individual. When this happened, we altered the percent of correct trials that received a reward so that the preferred perch was rewarded at a lower rate (60–85%). This procedure was usually successful at correcting large biases in performance, and reward rates were equalized over 1–3 subsequent days. We excluded data from days on which the two perches were rewarded at different rates from further analyses. In addition to this manual correction, the computer automatically adjusted the rate of song presentation to play more songs associated with the non-preferred perch (see Nagel et al. 2010 for detailed methods).

Females were allowed to work continually for the duration of their 14 h day. In general, females received all of their food by performing this task. However, bird weight was monitored closely, and birds received supplemental food when their weight decreased by more than 15%. Birds had free access to water throughout the experiment. Water was located on one side of the cage, next to one of the two response perches. After birds reached criterion in their discrimination behavior, the overall reward rate for correct trials was lowered to 70–95% to increase the total number of trials birds performed each day. Whether a bird was rewarded or not on a given trial was determined randomly. Correct trials that did not produce a reward did not produce punishment. All incorrect trials continued to be punished with a time-out. UCSF’s Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee approved all experimental procedures.
Classification of novel stimuli

To test the trained females’ ability to generalize the learned classification to new stimuli, we inserted probe trials. Probe stimuli were novel motifs from the same male heard in the training set. Probe trials were introduced only after birds reached criterion and were performing stably at the lowered reward rate (75–95%). Probe trials were randomly interspersed between training trials at a low rate (10–20% of trials), were rewarded at a fixed rate equal to the overall reward rate (75–95%) regardless of which response perch the female chose, and were never punished. This ensured that no information about the “correct” category of the probe was contained in its reward rate and that females could not easily discriminate probe trials from normal trials on the basis of reward. Probe trials that did not receive a response were not rewarded and remained on the stimulus list until they elicited a response.

We considered females that performed above chance for both directed and undirected probe types to have ‘generalized.’ To perform significantly below chance, birds would have to systematically classify directed probe songs as undirected songs, and undirected probe songs as directed songs because percent correct was always calculated for directed and undirected songs taken together.

Song stimuli

We trained female birds on one of five training databases, each constructed from recordings of a different male zebra finch. The original song files recorded for previous publications (see Kao et al. 2005, Kao and Brainard 2006). Briefly, each male was recorded over the course of 3-5 days (spread across 3-16 calendar days). Each recorded song bout was separated by at least 2s of silence. Song recordings were made from a stationary speaker located within a housing cage (53 x 53 x 53 cm; Country Cages); males were allowed to move freely
during recording. Females were introduced intermittently, such that many interleaved bouts of directed and undirected song were collected.

The database from Male 1 included 46 song motifs, 23 sung in the presence of a female (‘directed’) and 23 sung while alone (‘undirected). Males 2 and 3 each had databases consisting of 29 directed and 29 undirected motifs. The database from Male 4 had 25 motifs sung in each social context, and Male 5’s database contained 28 motifs for each context. Each motif was taken from the beginning of a song bout, and the two introductory notes that preceded the motif were included as well. Preliminary experiments excluded these notes, but we found that females had difficulty learning these truncated stimuli. Directed and undirected stimulus sets were closely matched in time; for each directed motif we selected, we also selected a motif from the undirected bout immediately preceding the directed bout. We constructed probe stimuli for each bird in an identical manner; we pulled probe stimuli from a random subset of the original recordings.

We carefully screened each stimulus and removed any motifs containing background noise or movement artifacts. To further reduce the possibility of background noise contaminating the behavioral results, we removed the recorded sound between syllables from the databases of males 1, 2, and 3. We preserved the duration of each inter-syllable interval and used a cosine-shaped ramp to prevent harsh onsets and offsets at the beginning and end of syllables.

We normalized the motifs such that the mean intensity was the same for all stimuli (73 dB RMS SPL, calculated over the total duration of the stimulus, before inter-syllable intervals were silenced). All stimuli were filtered between 250 and 8000Hz (Butterworth 2-pole filter). The directed and undirected stimuli from each of the five males thus all had similar distributions.
of total duration, RMS volume, and overall power spectrum, but contained subtle differences in syllable structure and timing. Human listeners (lab members) could not easily identify the social context in which each motif was song.

Recordings of male zebra finches after LMAN lesion were also made for use in previously published work (Kao et al. 2005, for detailed methods, see Kao and Brainard 2006). We constructed post-lesion probe stimuli in a manner consistent with the stimuli constructed using pre-lesion song.

**Data analysis**

Each trial could be scored as correct, incorrect, or no response. We calculated the “percent correct” by dividing the total number of correct responses by the total number of trials to which the bird responded and multiplying by a hundred. We calculated the “percent response” by dividing the total number of responses by the total number of trials and multiplying by a hundred. We defined reaction time as the time from song perch hop to the subsequent response hop. Ninety-five percent confidence intervals on percent correct were calculated by fitting the total number of correct responses, and the total number of responses, to a binomial model (binofit.m, MatLab).

The same algorithm was used to estimate confidence intervals on percent response. Error bars on reaction time measurements represent the mean standard deviation across several days. For estimates of behavior on control trials, we show the mean and standard deviation of percent correct and percent response across days. We use this estimate rather than the binomial estimate because there are so many more training trials (4-9 control trials for every probe) that the binomial estimate of error on control trials is exceedingly small. In this paper we state that a female generalized to a probe stimulus when the lower 95% confidence interval on her percent
correct was greater than 50% (chance); in addition, the term “correct” response here refers to
correct identification of the social context in which the motif was sung (‘directed’ or
‘undirected’).

In order to determine how much useful information syllable durations provided for social
context classification, we trained a naïve Bayes classifier on the syllable durations from each
stimulus in a training set (naivebayes.fit, MatLab) and used the resulting model to predict the
classification of the fitted set as well as the probe stimulus set from the same male.
Chapter 2: Spectrotemporal feature dependence on naturalistic stimulus structure in songbird auditory forebrain

Abstract

At the highest level of the auditory system in songbirds, neurons in nucleus HVC are exquisitely selective for the bird’s own song. We sought to explore how this selectivity emerges in zebra finches by studying two nuclei along the ascending auditory pathway using both artificial acoustic stimuli and natural stimuli composed of elements of birdsong. Neurons in field L, lower in the pathway, project to the caudal mesopallium (CM), which in turn, projects to HVC. By comparing responses to the natural and artificial stimuli, we discovered that responses were more reliable to the natural stimuli, and that receptive fields calculated from the natural stimuli gave a much better prediction of neuronal responses. Surprisingly, this stimulus dependence was similar in the two brain areas, contrary to our expectation that neurons in CM would be more selective for the natural stimuli than neurons in field L. We characterized neuronal responses with a linear filter followed by a nonlinear response function. In both field L and CM, and for both putative excitatory and inhibitory neurons, natural stimuli gave rise to more complex filter shapes than the artificial stimulus. Receptive fields calculated in response to the natural, song stimuli also had excellent predictive value, far surpassing that of the receptive fields calculated from the artificial stimuli. Our results indicate that for many neurons in the songbird auditory forebrain, receptive field structure is highly dependent on stimulus statistics, and that receptive fields constructed in response to different stimulus classes bear surprisingly little information regarding responses to other sounds.
Introduction

For most animals, hearing and recognizing natural vocalizations is critical for survival. Despite its importance, however, we know much less about auditory processing and its organization than we do visual processing. Songbirds are one of the few animals besides humans that learn their vocal behavior in a process dependent on auditory feedback (Doupe and Kuhl 1999). Moreover, they learn to recognize the songs of other individuals and groups throughout life (Brooks and Falls 1975, Miller 1979, Becker 1982, Miller 1982, Nelson 1989, Stripling et al. 2003, Nagel et al. 2011). A hierarchy of brain areas (Figure 1), equivalent to mammalian auditory cortex, is thought to underlie these abilities (London and Clayton 2008), providing a well-defined target for investigation of auditory processing and recognition.

At the top of this auditory hierarchy, in the song nucleus HVC (acronym used as a proper name), are found some of the most complex auditory neurons known, the so-called song-selective neurons. These neurons respond nearly exclusively to the sound of the bird’s own song, preferring it not only over other bird’s songs but also over even slightly modified versions of bird's own song (Margoliash 1983, 1986, Fortune and Margoliash 1992, Sutter and Margoliash 1994, Lewicki and Arthur 1996, Volman 1996). Such exquisite selectivity likely emerges from a hierarchy of auditory areas afferent to HVC. In the primary auditory forebrain area field L, the first step in the hierarchy beyond the auditory thalamus, studies using stimuli such as tones and white noise have shown that neurons have relatively simple receptive fields and are tonotopically organized as in mammals (Müller and Leppsack 1985). However, a major advantage of the songbird model system is that it can also be probed with songs, which are natural vocalizations of known behavioral relevance, and synthetic stimuli derived from these songs. Field L neurons respond vigorously to these naturalistic stimuli. A number of studies
have successfully summarized the stimulus features encoded by field L neurons in response to these naturalistic stimuli by calculating spectrotemporal receptive fields for these cells (Theunissen et al. 2000, Sen et al. 2001, Nagel and Doupe 2006, 2008, Woolley et al. 2009). This careful characterization has revealed striking topographical organization and hints at separate pathways for the analysis of spectral and temporal features of sound (Kim and Doupe 2011).

It is critically important to understand how the auditory system progresses from the relatively simple properties of field L neurons towards responses as complex as song selectivity. A number of interconnected regions lie between field L and HVC, including the caudal mesopallium (CM). Previous attempts to characterize the spectral and temporal selectivity of neurons in CM have been less successful than in field L (Theunissen et al. 2000, Sen et al. 2001). Cells in CM are more selective than those in field L and some cells only respond to one, or a few, highly structured song elements (Gentner and Margoliash 2003, Meliza and Margoliash 2012). In addition, simplified, synthetic stimuli generally do not drive consistent or robust neural responses in these cells. Thus, in order to characterize CM, we have assessed neuronal responses to a large battery of conspecific songs. These constraints make obtaining receptive fields using traditional techniques difficult for two main reasons. First, song contains much complex statistical structure, and these stimulus correlations can bias the recovered receptive field. When the average stimulus that precedes a spike is itself correlated with other parts of the stimulus, it becomes difficult to define precisely the features that drive spiking. Although decorrelation methods reduce the effects of these intra-stimulus correlations, they are not always sufficient to recover an accurate filter. Second, the receptive field may provide an incomplete model of CM neuronal responses. Because the STRF is essentially an average stimulus, it can be
described as a single dimension in a high-dimensional stimulus space. Given that cells in CM may respond specifically to complex song features, it would not be surprising if a full description of these neurons' receptive fields required extracting multiple dimensions from the stimulus space.

The method of maximally informative dimensions (MID) is a form of spike-triggered analysis that does not require the experimenter to use simplified or artificial stimuli. By maximizing the mutual information between isolated directions in stimulus space and neural responses, this technique removes the influence of correlations in the stimulus. Previous work has successfully used this technique in the primary auditory and visual cortices to provide a precise quantitative estimate of feature selectivity (Sharpee et al. 2006, Atencio et al. 2008, Atencio et al. 2009). We hypothesized that this analysis would reveal the types of spectrotemporal features present in CM, providing a framework within which to understand intermediate stages of auditory processing.

As a result of both evolutionary history and individual experience, CM contains a population of neurons predisposed to represent conspecific vocalizations. The feature selectivity of these cells may be constantly changing to reflect new auditory and behavioral contexts. Thus, feature selectivity is not an essential or invariant property of neurons (Nelken 2004); rather, it is a measure that may be used and compared across carefully controlled experimental conditions. It gives us a ‘snapshot’ of a cell’s response properties.

Here, we have characterized the feature selectivity of field L and CM neurons in response to the most relevant possible stimulus ensemble, i.e. a wide range of conspecific natural vocalizations. In this way, we have obtained an overview of response properties as this area is processing information of the type selected for during both evolution and individual
development. In addition, we have assessed the feature selectivity of these same neurons in response to a simpler, artificially generated stimulus that contains some of the statistical relationships present in natural stimuli. This provides a solid starting point for further investigation into the role of stimulus statistics, behavioral task, and experience in shaping the response properties of intermediate sensory neurons.
Figure 1: Songbird auditory forebrain diagram. Sagittal view. CM, Caudal mesopallium; NCM, Caudomedial nidopallium; HVC, used as a proper name.
Results

Spectrotemporal receptive fields in field L and CM

To investigate the stimulus dependence of receptive field properties in the auditory forebrain, we recorded neural responses to a natural stimulus composed of zebra finch song elements as well as an artificial stimulus containing spectrotemporal properties similar to those found in song (Figure 2). The song stimulus contained brief recordings from 171 different male zebra finches. Each excerpt consisted of a single rendition of the male’s song “motif”, a characteristic element (mean duration: $873\text{ms} \pm 389\text{ms}$) that the male zebra finch repeats to form a bout of song. These motifs created a total of 149s of unique song content, and were pseudo-randomly concatenated to form 13min blocks of continuous song stimulation. During recordings, we interleaved these song stimulus blocks with 8-12min blocks of the second stimulus type. This stimulus, called ripple-noise, consisted of 35 independently modulated, logarithmically spaced frequency bands. Each band contained white noise filtered by exponentially distributed amplitude modulations, reflecting the statistics of zebra finch song (Nagel and Doupe 2008, Kim and Doupe 2011). The resulting stimulus resembled the sound of water flowing over rocks.

In order to understand how receptive field properties change across the ascending auditory system, we recorded from single neurons in two regions: field L and CM. Field L receives direct thalamic input and contains neurons that respond broadly to naturalistic stimuli, while the higher order auditory area CM is highly selective for conspecific song. In male zebra finches, neurons from CM project directly to HVC, a nucleus containing neurons that respond only to the bird’s own song (Figure 1). We recorded responses to these stimuli from 72 neurons: 33 in field L, 30 in CM, and 9 with uncertain histological localization. Examples of single unit
responses in each brain area are shown in Figure 3. We hypothesized that by using both song and ripple-noise stimuli, as well as a relatively unbiased mutual information-based approach to extract receptive fields, we could uncover meaningful information about the response properties of field L neurons as well as the highly selective cells found in CM.

We calculated receptive fields using both spike-triggered averaging and maximally informative dimensions for all stimulus types and all neurons. Filter shapes for the first maximally informative dimension were quite similar to the decorrelated spike triggered average, validating both approaches. In most cases, a simple linear filter described the neuronal response well. When we simultaneously estimated the first and second maximally informative dimensions, we found that the first dimension still looked similar to a linear estimate and that the second dimension revealed little additional structure.
Figure 2: Stimuli used during recordings. A) An example two-second segment of *song* stimulus. B) A representative two-second segment of computationally generated *ripple-noise* (artificial) stimulus.
Figure 3. Example neural responses.

Figure 3: Example neural responses. Example data collection results from song stimulus (A) and ripple-noise stimulus (B).
Filter shapes differ in response to different stimuli

For each neuron, we calculated filters using both song and ripple-noise stimuli. Neurons in field L and CM yielded a variety of filter shapes in response to the two stimulus types (Figure 4). The two leftmost filters on the top row of Figure 4A illustrate the range of filter shapes seen.

First, consider the filter second from the left. In response to the song stimulus, the most prominent feature is a single peak, narrow in both frequency and time, located at 2.5kHz, approximately 20ms before the spike. The blue shading around the red peak indicates that the presence of sound at frequencies just above or below 2.5kHz, especially just prior to, or at the same time as, sound at 2.5kHz, reduces the likelihood that the neuron will respond. The neuron’s filter shape looks very similar in response to the ripple stimulus (Figure 4B, top row, second filter from left). For this neuron, a brief isolated pulse of sound at approximately 2.5kHz appears to be the stimulus most likely to evoke a spike, both during song and ripple-noise stimulation.

In contrast to the simple response pattern demonstrated by the neuron described above, the leftmost filter in the top row of Figure 4A reveals a complex set of response contingencies during song stimulation. The acoustic pattern most likely to elicit a spike from this neuron included sound at several separate frequencies, prolonged in time. Broadband sounds would be unlikely to cause a response, as they impinge on the inhibitory bands that interleave the excitatory frequencies.

Although both stimulus types elicited a wide variety of filter shapes, striking differences were seen between filters constructed from the same neurons in response to song and ripple-noise (Figure 4). Filter shapes for the same neuron were often quite different, although the mean firing rates were similar across stimulus types (song: 4.85spikes/s; ripple-motif: 4.19spikes/s). In
response to song, many neurons had filters containing multiple frequency bands extending over many milliseconds. Some, however, had single peaks, which were narrow in time and wide in frequency, wide in time and narrow in frequency, or tight in both dimensions. In contrast, the ripple-noise stimulus elicited far fewer filter shapes. Filters constructed in response to this stimulus only contained single excitatory peaks, although these peaks varied across both dimensions in terms of peak location and width.

Despite the differences in shape across the two stimulus types, the song and ripple-noise filter shapes for a given neuron bore similarities to one another. The frequency of peak response was generally the same for both stimulus types. Since the filter shapes were diverse, and many were quite complex, we used the dot product as a rough measure of the similarity between filters (Figure 6). Across the population, the dot products between each neuron’s song and ripple-noise filters were higher than the dot products for shuffled pairs of song and ripple-noise filter shapes.

Since CM neurons are often much more highly selective for conspecific song than neurons in field L, we hypothesized that the filter shapes representing the first MID might be more similar across stimulus types in field L than in CM. However, dot product values between ripple and motif filters varied widely across neurons and were no higher in field L than in CM (p = 0.7211, rank-sum test). At least for this limited data set, there is no evidence CM filters differ more than field L filters across stimulus type. This suggests that song and ripple-noise stimuli elicit distinct responses in both brain areas.

**Receptive fields derived from song responses have high predictive value**

One way to evaluate the quality of a receptive field is to test its “predictive value,” or ability to predict the actual response of the neuron to a repeated stimulus segment not used to calculate the original filter. In order to measure the neuron’s firing rate, we interleaved repeated
5s song and ripple-noise stimuli with the non-repeated segments used to calculate the receptive field. Using the 10-100 collected repeats we then calculated the peristimulus time histograms (PSTH) for these segments. To generate the predicted firing rate, we convolved the filter with the repeated stimulus segment and applied a gain function to the output (Brenner et al. 2000, Kim and Doupe 2011). We used the correlation coefficient (CC) between the predicted response and the observed PSTH as a measure of the receptive field’s ability to predict novel responses (Figure 5).

The CC values for almost all of the predictions are above chance, and many are excellent. Figure 7 depicts CC values for all 72 neurons; CC values for ripple predictions are on the ordinate, and motif prediction results are on the abscissa. To compare the predictions of the receptive fields derived from the two different kinds of stimuli, we restricted all further analyses to the 43 neurons whose CC values were greater than 0.15 for both stimulus types. As the preponderance of neurons below the line of unity in Figure 7 illustrates, receptive fields constructed from song responses yielded predictions with much higher CC values than those constructed from ripple-noise (p = 8.36e-06, sign-rank test). These results indicate that the receptive fields calculated during song describe the neuron’s song response patterns more fully than the receptive fields calculated during ripple-noise are able to describe firing patterns during ripple-noise stimulation.

Significant CC values were equally distributed across the two brain areas (motif: $\chi^2 = 1.47$, p = 0.225, ripple: $\chi^2 = 0.72$, p = 0.395). In addition, the mean CC values of the significant filters were not different across brain areas (motif: p = 3.67e-01, ripple: p = 9.22e-01, rank-sum tests). These results suggest that the predictive ability of the filters is similar in both field L and CM.
Figure 4: First MID filter shapes. Filters are plotted according to decreasing correlation coefficient (CC) between measured and predicted song responses. Above each filter is its CC value. 

A) Filter shapes for field L neurons constructed from song stimulus responses. 

B) Filter shapes for the same field L neurons constructed from ripple-noise responses. 

C) Filter shapes for neurons in CM constructed from song responses. 

D) Filter shapes for the same CM neurons constructed using ripple-noise responses.
Figure 5. Example predictions.
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Figure 5: Example predictions. A) Song stimulus response prediction. We used a receptive field (filter shape, top left; gain function, top middle) calculated using the responses of a single CM neuron to a unrepeated song segment to predict the response of the same neuron to a repeated song segment (raster containing neuron’s response times, center panel; PSTH, bottom panel, black line). The predicted response is shown in red. B) Ripple-noise response prediction. We also predicted and measured the same neuron’s response to the artificial ripple-noise stimulus.
Figure 6: Varying degrees of similarity between song and ripple-noise first MID filter shapes. Histograms containing dot product values for all neurons for which both song and ripple-noise stimulus responses were recorded. Red indicates CM, gray indicates field L.
Receptive fields fail to predict responses to the across stimulus type

Given that song receptive fields predicted song responses better than ripple-noise receptive fields predicted ripple-noise responses, we wondered whether song receptive fields would outperform ripple-noise receptive fields in predicting responses ripple-noise stimuli as well. To test this notion, we examined how well receptive fields calculated in response to natural song stimuli predicted responses to ripple-noise stimuli, and vice versa.

Figure 8 depicts the predictions and cross-predictions for all 43 neurons whose CC values were greater than 0.15 for both stimulus types. The greatest CC values were found for song receptive fields predicting song responses. As reported above, ripple-noise filters predicted responses from their own stimulus class much more poorly. CC values for the two cross predictions, song receptive fields predicting ripple-noise responses and ripple-noise receptive fields predicting song responses, were similar to one another and significantly lower than the within-type predictions (One-way ANOVA, F = 21.72, $p < 1 \times 10^{-11}$; post-hoc Bonferroni corrections). Thus, despite their greater predictive value, song receptive fields did not outperform ripple-noise receptive fields when predicting responses to a stimulus class other than the one from which the receptive field was derived. Receptive fields from both stimulus classes performed poorly in this regard, supporting the notion that the two stimulus classes were sufficiently different to explore distinct aspects of the neuron’s response properties or to cause adaptation to occur across stimulus classes.

Narrow- and wide-spiking neurons have similar filter shapes

In the mammalian sensory cortex, intracellular recordings have revealed distinct electrophysiological characteristics for excitatory and inhibitory neurons (Connors and Gutnick 1990, Markram et al. 2004). In particular, excitatory neurons typically have longer waveforms.
than inhibitory interneurons. Paired intra- and extra-cellular recordings have established a direct correspondence between the durations of waveforms recorded using these two techniques (Henze et al. 2000). The use of extracelluarly recorded wavelengths to distinguish putative excitatory and inhibitory neurons has been successfully used in the mammalian visual (Swadlow and Weyand 1987, Gur et al. 1999, Shapley et al. 2003, Mitchell et al. 2007, Nowak et al. 2008), somatosensory (Simons 1978, McCormick et al. 1985, Swadlow and Gusev 2002), and auditory (Atencio and Schreiner 2008) cortices. This correspondence has also been suggested to be true for neurons in the songbird auditory forebrain (Meliza and Margoliash 2012, Jeanne et al. 2013, Schneider and Woolley 2013).

We also observe a bimodal distribution of spike widths in our data. Figure 9A depicts the mean waveform shape for all 72 neurons we recorded. The width of each waveform’s trough at half-height proved a convenient measure to illustrate the bimodality of spike shapes observed (Figure 9B). A cut-off value of 0.28ms divides the population into two groups containing 36 neurons each. Narrow- and wide-spiking neurons were similarly distributed across field L and CM (chi^2 = 1.8, p = 0.18), regardless of whether we included all 72 sites, or only those with two significant filters (43 neurons). Consistent with earlier reports, the narrow-spiking neurons had firing rates more than double that of the wide-spiking neurons (mean firing rate ratios, narrow/wide: 8.1/2.5 spikes/s during motif; 7.2/2.1 spikes/s during ripple). However, despite their different firing rates, a comparison of the receptive field properties of these two populations did not exhibit any clear differences.
Figure 7: Correlation coefficient between response and predicted response.

Figure 7: Correlation coefficient between response and predicted response is higher for the song than the ripple-noise stimulus. Correlation coefficient between song response and predicted response plotted against the correlation coefficient between ripple-noise response and predicted response for each neuron. Squares represent field L neurons; triangles, CM neurons. Data from each animal is plotted in a different color. Dotted line indicates the line of unity.
Figure 8: Cross predictions. 

Figure 8: Cross predictions. Correlation coefficient (CC) values between predicted and observed responses for all 43 neurons with significant prediction CC values for both stimulus types are depicted in the two leftmost columns; cross predictions are shown in the right columns. CC values for CM neurons are in red, field L in gray. Lines connect CC values for neurons with narrow waveforms; hashed lines connect CC values for wide waveforms.
Figure 9: Bimodal Distribution of Spike Widths.

A) Mean waveforms for both wide- (red) and narrow- (black) spiking neurons. B) Histogram of trough width at half height for all neurons. Dashed red vertical line at 0.28ms indicates the cutoff between wide- and narrow-spiking neurons.
Discussion

By comparing responses to both natural and artificial stimuli in the zebra finch auditory forebrain, we uncovered a striking context-dependence in receptive field structure and predictive value. Surprisingly, this stimulus dependence was consistent across neuron types and brain areas, contrary to our expectation that neurons in CM would be more sensitive to stimulus type. In both field L and CM, and for both putative excitatory and inhibitory neurons, natural song stimuli elicited more complex filter shapes than an artificial ripple-noise stimulus. Receptive fields calculated in response to the song stimulus also had excellent predictive value, far surpassing that of the ripple-noise receptive fields. Our results indicate that for many neurons in the songbird auditory forebrain, receptive field structure is highly dependent on stimulus statistics, and that receptive fields constructed in response to different stimulus classes bear surprisingly little information regarding responses to other sounds.

Previous attempts to calculate traditional spectrotemporal receptive fields have not provided consistent results in nuclei beyond field L (Theunissen et al. 2000, Sen et al. 2001, Woolley et al. 2009, Meliza et al. 2010). Although many assumed that the highly non-linear nature of these neurons’ response properties was responsible for the inadequacy of these receptive fields, we hypothesized that, with the right stimulus, we could elicit more informative responses. Although artificial stimuli often lack enough temporal and harmonic structure to drive consistent or robust neuronal responses, the long periods of silence and strong temporal changes that characterize natural song bouts can drive strong “onset” and “offset” responses that can overwhelm other spectral and temporal response properties. Our song stimulus contained a large, continuous battery of song motifs that “bridged the divide” between natural song bouts and artificial stimuli. Using this stimulus, we were able to calculate significant receptive fields in
both brain areas and found that a single linear filter and gain function seemed to be sufficient to capture most of the information.

In addition to calculating receptive fields in response to our song stimulus, we also recorded responses to an artificial stimulus from the same neurons. Direct comparison of receptive fields calculated in response to these two stimuli demonstrated that neurons with complex receptive field shapes in response to song often have much simpler receptive fields in response to the artificial ripple-noise stimulus. In particular, the song filters had much more complex harmonic structure than the ripple-noise filters.

In addition, for both brain areas, song receptive fields had much greater predictive value than those calculated in response to the ripple-noise stimulus. Given that the artificial stimulus we used was specifically designed to mimic the correlations found in natural sounds, the extent of the divide in predictive value between ripple-noise and song filters was quite surprising. These results are, however, consistent with previous recordings in the avian midbrain, which demonstrated higher predictive values for receptive fields calculated in response to song than for receptive fields calculated in response to an artificial stimulus (Woolley et al. 2006).

Receptive fields calculated using one stimulus type did not predict responses to the other type well. Given the striking differences in filter shapes between song and ripple-noise stimuli, this result was unsurprising. This further supports the notion that neurons are actively adapting their responses, or entering an entirely different portion of a more complex receptive field when they begin responding to a different stimulus type. Recent work in the mammalian visual cortex has shown that adaptation occurs on several timescales, ranging from seconds to minutes, as
neurons switch between natural and artificial visual stimuli (Sharpee et al. 2006). Further analysis and using longer stimulus blocks would be necessary to distinguish these hypotheses.

Consistent with previous reports in both mammalian sensory cortices and songbird auditory forebrain, we observed a bimodal distribution of spike shapes that we attribute to inhibitory interneuron and excitatory neuron classes. Although previous studies in songbirds have reported differing proportions of narrow- and wide-spiking neurons across brain areas (Meliza and Margoliash 2012, Schneider and Woolley 2013), we did not observe any significant differences between field L and CM. Despite the fact that the putative interneurons fired at a rate 2–3 times that of the putative excitatory neurons, we did not see any obvious difference in the shapes or predictive value of the receptive fields calculated for these two neuron types. This also stands in contrast to previous reports, which found that wide-spiking neurons were more selective for specific song elements than narrow-spiking neurons (Meliza and Margoliash 2012, Schneider and Woolley 2013).

Methods

Electrophysiology

We recorded from 12 adult female zebra finches (*Taeniopygia guttata*), all of which were bred and raised in our colony. We performed all procedures in accordance with protocols approved by the University of California, San Francisco Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. We anesthetized each bird with three 25µl injections of 20% urethane after depriving her of food and water for one hour. We secured the bird’s head using a custom stereotaxic head holder, and then used dental cement to attach a metal post to the skull. Once the cement dried, we used the metal post to fix the bird to a custom stereotaxic frame. Inside the
frame, the anesthetized bird rested on an electric heating pad with continuous temperature control (FHC).

In order to isolate single neurons in both field L and CM, we used a variety of electrode types and configurations, including linear arrays of silicon probes (Neuronexus; 32 channels set 50µm apart with a 95mm² spot size), silicon probes in tetrode configurations (Neuronexus; 32 channels on 4 prongs set 200µm apart, each containing 2 tetrodes set 150µm apart with a 121µm² spot size) and arrays of tungsten electrodes (FHC; 1, 2, 4, or 8 electrodes, 190-240µm spacing, impedance 3-9M; 75µm shank diameter). We placed electrodes over CM and field L in a mediolateral orientation, 1.5-1.7mm anterior to the Y-sinus reference point and 0.5-2.2mm from the midline. We opened a small window in the skull, removed the dura, and then lowered the electrodes into the brain. We then applied a silicone elastomer around the opening to prevent drying.

We performed all recordings in a sound-attenuation chamber. A speaker (JBL Scientific Biotechnology Services) located 20cm away from the bird’s head played all stimuli at 70dB. We calibrated sound levels using a sound level meter (A-weighting; Brüel and Kjær). We used a Neuralynx headstage (HS-36), Neuralynx amplifiers (Lynx-8), and custom software (Multikrank; written by D. Schleef and modified for multi-channel recording by B. D. Wright) for all recordings.

**Spike sorting**

We used a commercial spike sorter (Offline Sorter; Plexon) to obtain spike times for each single unit. We used the first two dimensions in principal component space to separate clusters. When defining single units, we used clear visual separation in this space, as well as <0.5% violation of the refractory rate (1ms) as criteria.
Histology

At the end of each experiment, we made electrolytic lesions at several depths on one to two channels. We perfused each bird transcardially with lactated Ringer’s solution followed by 3.7% formaldehyde. We used a freezing microtome to cut 40-µm thick parasagittal sections. We stained every other section with Nissl. Unlike the rest of the auditory forebrain, type 1 cannabinoid receptor antibodies (CB1) strongly stain the thalamorecipient layer of field L (L2; Soderstrom et al. 2004). Thus, in some birds, we stained alternating sections for CB1 to aid us in identifying field L neurons.

Stimulus generation

Song stimulus design. We pulled created our song stimulus from a database of songs recorded in the laboratory over the course of many years. Although all songs were collected from birds as they sang alone in a sound isolation chamber, recording conditions and background noise varied across birds. We extracted a single song excerpt from recordings of each of 171 males. Each excerpt consisted of a single rendition of the male’s song “motif”, a characteristic element (mean duration: 873ms +/- 389ms) that the male zebra finch repeats to form a bout of song. We hand-selected each song segment to include as little surrounding silence as possible while not clipping the onset or offset of the motif and then smoothed the ends of the signal. These motifs created a total of 149s of unique content.

For receptive field estimation, we concatenated random permutations of the motifs, forming 12.5min blocks of continuous song stimulation. Within each block, we also repeated a single 5s segment every 75s, for a total of 10 repeats. These repeats were later used to test the predictive value of the receptive field calculated using the unrepeated portion of the stimulus (see Receptive field estimation). This resulted in an overall duration of 13.33 minutes for each block.
During recordings, we interleaved these song stimulus blocks with blocks of the ripple-noise stimulus (see below) for up to four hours, obtaining a total of 12.5 to 121.2min (mean: 48.5 ± 32.3min) of unrepeated song stimulus and 10-100 iterations of the repeated song segment (mean: 28.2 ± 26.5 repeats).

**Ripple-noise stimulus design.** Our ripple-noise stimulus was similar to that used in two previous studies (Nagel and Doupe 2008; Kim and Doupe 2011). Briefly, we created 35 overlapping carrier bands by filtering white noise using a bank of Gaussian filters with logarithmically spaced center frequencies. The frequency of each band was given by $\exp(\log(250) + 0.1*(i-1))$, where $i$ is the band number (1-35). We then multiplied each carrier band by a separate amplitude envelope formed by filtering white noise with an exponential filter (time constant, 20Hz). We summed all the resulting signals to yield our final stimulus. The exponential decay constant of 20Hz for each amplitude envelope mimicked the bias towards low temporal frequency modulations found in natural sounds (Singh and Theunissen 2003), while the overlapping carrier frequency bands gave the final signal a nearly flat power spectrum (Theunissen et al. 2000). The result was a stimulus reminiscent of the sound of running water, with much smoother temporal and spectral modulations than white noise.

For receptive field calculation, we played an unrepeated stimulus segments lasting a total of 8 to 12min. Interleaved within this stimulus was a repeated 5s long segment used to test the predictive value of the receptive field (see Receptive field estimation). During recordings, we interleaved these ripple-noise stimulus blocks with blocks of the song stimulus (see above) for up to four hours, obtaining a total of 4.2 to 94.8min (mean: 31.9 ± 20.3min) of unrepeated ripple-noise stimulus and 10-100 iterations of the repeated ripple-noise segment (mean: 37.1 ± 33.2 repeats).
Receptive field estimation

We used two different techniques to calculate receptive fields: (1) spike-triggered averaging, followed by decorrelation, and (2) maximally informative dimensions.

Reverse correlation. All spike-triggered averaging and decorrelation methods were performed as previously reported (Theunissen et al. 2000, Nagel and Doupe 2008, Kim and Doupe 2011). Briefly, we cross-correlated each row of the stimulus spectrogram with the spike train. Since our stimuli contained correlations in both frequency and time, the resulting spike-triggered average (STA) contained residual correlations due to the structure of the stimulus. We removed these correlations by dividing the STA by the autocorrelation of the stimulus spectrogram.

Maximally informative dimensions. To find the maximally informative dimensions (MID) for each neuron given each stimulus set, we used methods similar to previously published work (Sharpee et al. 2004, Atencio and Schreiner 2008, Meliza et al. 2010, Sharpee et al. 2011). The first MID identifies the direction in stimulus space that best predicts spike production. Consider any single arbitrary direction (v) in stimulus space. For each presented stimulus (s), we can determine how close s is to v (i.e. 'how much' v is in a given s) by finding the projection of s onto v (s•v). By projecting all presented s onto v we obtain a distribution of values P_v(x), where x is the value of a single projection. Similarly, we can obtain a distribution of x for all stimuli leading to a spike, P_v(x|spike). We determine how much the direction v contributes to spike generation by comparing these two distributions. If these distributions are very similar, it means that v is just as likely to precede a spike as not, and it doesn't contribute towards eliciting spikes. If, however, the two distributions are separated, then it means the presence of direction v in the
stimulus affects spike generation. We can quantify this separation using a measure of mutual information, also called the Kullback-Leibler divergence:

\[ I(v) = \int dx P_v(x \mid \text{spike}) \ast \log_2 \left( \frac{P_v(x \mid \text{spike})}{P_v(x)} \right) \]

We used an optimization algorithm (a combination of gradient ascent and simulated annealing methods) to find the direction that maximizes this function. This algorithm turns out to be robust to the choice of starting value when used with naturalistic stimuli (Sharpee et al. 2004).

This allowed us to quantify the relative importance of a single direction in stimulus space. However, the response of many sensory neurons depends on multiple directions in stimulus space. To find the first two MIDs, we maximized with respect to multiple dimensions simultaneously by multiplying the distributions for each individual direction.

To assess the predictive value of extracted MIDs, we first calculated the nonlinear relationship between each receptive field’s output and the cell’s actual response (following the methods of Brenner et al. 2000, Sharpee et al. 2011). We computed predicted responses to repeated stimulus segments by first convolving the receptive field with the spectrogram of this repeated segment, summing across frequency bands, and then applying the nonlinearity to the output of this convolution. Finally, these predicted responses were compared to the actual responses by calculating the cross correlation between these predictions and the peristimulus time histogram (PSTH) of the response to repeated stimuli.
Discussion

I set out to test the ability of zebra finches to classify songs on the basis of subtle differences across social contexts, and to investigate the emergence of complex auditory responses in the forebrain. First, I demonstrated that birds could learn to classify single motifs according to the social context in which they were sung, consistent with the notion that the subtle spectral and temporal cues within a single motif could be relevant for female preference. I also showed that, given only the duration of each syllable in the training set, a simple machine learning algorithm could classify most males’ directed and undirected motifs quite well. However, this model was not able to classify motifs from one of the five males tested, nor was the model’s behavior consistent with the classification patterns exhibited by females on individual stimuli within the training and probe sets. These results indicate that spectral and temporal cues beyond those tested by the model influence the birds’ behavior. Finally, lesions of a nucleus required for social context-dependent differences in spectral variability caused most males to produce songs whose social context, while not as easily classified, was still detectable to females performing the task. Together, these experiments demonstrate that the birds’ ability to detect social context differences is based on many subtle cues and can be robust to changes in the male’s motor program.

Second, I found that the response properties of most neurons in field L and CM depend strongly on the statistics of the stimulus. By comparing responses to the natural and artificial stimuli, I discovered that responses were more reliable to the natural stimuli, and that receptive fields calculated from the natural stimuli predicted novel responses better than the receptive fields calculated using artificial stimuli. Surprisingly, this stimulus dependence was similar in the two brain areas, contrary to our expectation that neurons in CM would have more differences
in their responses to the two stimulus types than neurons in field L. In both field L and CM, and for both putative excitatory and inhibitory neurons, natural stimuli gave rise to more complex filter shapes than the artificial stimulus. Receptive fields calculated in response to the natural, song stimuli also had excellent predictive value, far surpassing that of the receptive fields calculated from the artificial stimuli. Our results indicate that for many neurons in the songbird auditory forebrain, receptive field structure is highly dependent on stimulus statistics, and that receptive fields constructed in response to different stimulus classes contain surprisingly little information regarding responses to other sounds.

These findings suggest several avenues for future investigation. What precise spectrotemporal features are relevant for female classification of directed and undirected motifs? Are these the same features females prefer to hear when listening to directed bouts of song? What areas of the brain are responsible for these preferences and classification abilities? How do the properties of single neurons relate to the birds’ perceptual abilities and preferences? How do the receptive fields of single neurons relate to their song selectivity?

The operant conditioning experiments chapter one were inspired by the results of Woolley and Doupe (2008), which revealed that females strongly prefer directed over undirected bouts of song. Although song bouts contain many structural differences across social context quite obvious to the human listener, Woolley and Doupe found that the only cue correlated with the strength of female preference was a subtle change in the variability of the fundamental frequency across motifs. Females prefer directed song more strongly when the variability is lower in directed bouts than in undirected bouts. Female zebra finches could be directly sensitive to this measure, i.e. to the spectral variability across motifs in a bout, or they could be attending to the (correlated measure of) spectral variability within the motif itself. While not a
demonstration of preference, my results are consistent with the notion that females are sensitive to the spectral and temporal cues within a single motif. Now that we know that females can detect these subtle changes, the obvious next step is to see if these differences affect female preference. Females are unlikely to demonstrate preference for single motifs of male song taken out of the context of a bout, so I suggest an experiment in which all of the motifs within a bout of song are replaced with a single rendition of a directed motif, preserving the other structural cues within the bout such as the number of repeats and introductory notes. The strength of preference for this artificial bout could be measured with respect to another bout in which all of the motifs have been replaced with a single rendition of the male’s undirected song. In this way, one could determine whether females prefer a single rendition of a male’s directed motif to his undirected motif.

Another avenue of exploration is to understand the relative influence of spectral and temporal cues on female classification behavior. I have shown that a simple model trained on the duration of syllables alone cannot fully explain the females’ classification patterns. An algorithm trained on spectral cues (such as the power spectrum of each syllable), or a combination of temporal and spectral cues might better recapitulate the birds’ behavior. One could test the resulting model by specifically altering the spectral and temporal properties of probe stimuli to determine when classification behavior is disrupted. Such results would help elucidate the specific features of the motif most relevant for female classification behavior.

Once we know more about the specific features that affect female classification and preference of social context cues, we can specifically modulate these features during neural recordings. These experiments could tell us at what level in the ascending auditory pathway selectivity for these features emerges. Immediate early gene responses in CM, unlike other areas
of the auditory forebrain, are sensitive to social context (Woolley and Doupe 2008), suggesting this brain area as a potential substrate for detection of these features.

Another approach to understanding the relationship between auditory perception and neural encoding is to examine the relationship between behaviorally relevant stimulus features and observed receptive field structures. The fine structure of the neuronal filter shapes observed in chapter two in response to natural stimuli might be an appropriate substrate for the creation of the perceptual abilities demonstrated in chapter one. The precise spectral bands observed in these filters may serve as excellent detectors of slight changes in either the relative power or tuning of the harmonically spaced frequency bands found in song. Other neurons seem particularly tuned for fast temporal responses, which may be important for detecting the fine temporal changes that occur across social contexts and individuals. One way to quantify this relationship would be to look at the modulation power spectrum for different song motifs and receptive fields (Woolley et al. 2005, 2009). Similarities in the spectra for stimulus and receptive field might aid in understanding the precise stimulus features neurons extract.

Careful comparison of song selectivity and receptive field properties in single neurons may also help us understand the emergence of complex auditory response properties in the songbird forebrain. For some of the neurons presented in chapter two, I have enough song data to measure motif selectivity for each motif presented during the song stimulus. The relative song selectivity of these neurons may help explain the diverse filter shapes and predictive values observed in both field L and CM.

Together, these proposed experiments should help us link the neural representations of sounds to specific behavioral patterns.
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